YACHT REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

- Hydraulics
- Mechanical Work
- Electrical Work
- Load Tests
- Inspections
- Spare Parts
MACOR Yacht Repairs specialises in the repair and the maintenance of yachts and mega-yachts. This MACOR Service is based in the Port of Marseille and has increased its capacity and experience, while still maintaining a very high quality of workmanship. MACOR Yacht Repairs is made up of a team of fully trained specialised engineers and has the necessary equipment required for a quality yacht repair service.

MACOR Yacht Repair represents today a chosen solution by the most important yacht repairs shipyards in the South of France.

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
+400 YACHTS ALREADY REPAIRED
2,000m² OF INFRASTRUCTURE

ACCESS EQUIPMENT
DECK EQUIPMENT
PROPULSION EQUIPMENT
LIFTING EQUIPMENT

24/7 MEDITERRANEAN AREA